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Agile, Testing and DevOps: Are they a Separate conversation or a progression of capability?

DevOps, Testing and Agile have shared environments that facilitate working together. Spurred by greater demand for excellence, these 
three methods are more than simply adopting new tools and processes. The synergy involves building an evolving and a stable Continuous 
Integration (CI) Infrastructure, as well as an automated pipeline that moves deliverables from development to production to meet users’ 
expectations. They can work together, and the entire build process should be transparent, and it should enable and support development 
and operations. This transformation depends on: significant changes in culture; roles and responsibilities; team structure; tools and 
processes.

The Round Table session is for 45 minutes. The speaker at each table will have a set theme and delegates join any table that they are 
interested in. They are given all the topics with their joining instructions and again at the time of registration and so make their choice on the 
topics that they want to attend. This is a discussion group and so no presentation slides are necessary, but please submit a topic if you 
would like to chair a discussion on a topic related to Testing, Agile and DevOps.
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Background

Call for Participation

Among the topic addressed are

We are inviting speakers – thought leaders, subject experts and start up entrepreneurs – to share their knowledge and enthusiasm about 
their work and their vision in the field of Agile, Testing and DevOps.

We understand that successful projects are written up as “White Papers”. Please share these with us. But projects that did not achieve their 
targets – “Black Papers” – are of interest to us too. They can be a very important topics of discussion / panels that you can present. Talk to 
us about both, we welcome your input.

Please complete the  and submit a proposal to present at this event.speaker’s response form

üAgile frameworks provide guidance for efficient operational software

üAdopt a “build-and-run” teams concept

üAutomation and SAFe

ü Agile and DevOps – moving with flow based awareness

üTesting: “Measure twice, cut once”

üContinuous Testing – running tests at each stage of s/w delivery pipeline.

üImprove DevOps with SAFe

üAutomating for improved flow

üThe agile release train and continuous integration

üScrum board Gamification

üModern Software Testing

üSustainable Test Automation

üMob Programming

üTeam leadership

ü Individuals and interactions over process and tools

üWorking software over comprehensive documentation

üCustomer collaboration over contract negotiation

üResponding to change over following a plan…… have been achieved and helped establishing a faster and practical way of getting 
things done.
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Joint Morning Sessions

Keynote: Constraints, collaboration and coherence
Dave Snowden, CTO, Cognitive Edge

Ensuring closer collaboration between business, development, operations and testing has been a long term goal of DevOps, Lean and Agile alike 

in many manifestations. But are silos' always a bad thing? What is the right balance between specialist knowledge and general understanding and 

capability? How far can any such integration use models and methods that originate in manufacturing? How to we deal with outliers and 

unintended consequences?

Keynote: Five phrases that shout your agile isn't scaling
Tony Grout, Transformation Futurist, Atlassian

üMy team's doing great. Where's everyone else? 

üYour Epic is my Feature 

üAnyone know why we're waiting so long for this API? 

üShould we use green or blue? Lets ask the Chief Product Officer 

üWe need to get it right first time

Keynote: Choose Your WoW! A Disciplined Agile Delivery Handbook for Optimizing Your Way of Working (WoW)
Mark Lines, Managing Partner / DA Fellow, Disciplined Agile

We like to say that agile teams own their own process by choosing their way of working, their "WoW." This of course is easier said than done 

because there are several aspects to WoW. First, our team needs to know how to choose the appropriate lifecycle for the situation that we face. 

Should we take a Scrum-based approach, a lean/Kanban-based approach, a continuous delivery approach, or an exploratory/lean startup 

approach? Second, what practices should the team adopt? How do they fit together? When should we apply them? Third, what artifacts should 

the team create? When should they be created? To what level of detail? Finally, how do we evolve our WoW as we experiment and learn?

There are several strategies that we could choose to follow when we tailor and evolve our WoW. One approach is to bootstrap our WoW, to figure it 

out on our own. This works, but it is a very slow and expensive strategy in practice. Another approach is to hire an agile coach, but sadly in practice 

the majority of coaches seem to be like professors who are only a chapter or two ahead of their students. Or we could take a more disciplined, 

streamlined approach and leverage the experiences of the thousands of teams who have already struggled through the very issues that our team 

currently faces. In this talk you’ll discover how to develop your WoW without starting from scratch and without having to rely on the limited 

experience and knowledge of "agile coaches."

In this talk, Mark Lines, co-creator of Disciplined Agile, and co-author of four books on Disciplined Agile, shows how to reference the DAD "Toolkit" 

to help you make better decisions that make sense for your organization, for your teams, for their unique contexts.  Better decisions lead to better 

outcomes!

Break the technology silos and not just the organisation silos - Move from monolith to modern systems to make the 

transition to DevOps a success
Thijs Petter, CTO, coMakeIT

The challenge with the emerging ways to execute DevOps-centric operational models is that majority of them are devoted to 

applications built for cloud-native environments, while this is an ideal strategy, what about the monoliths (Systems of Records) and 

how do we take them along on this roller coaster ride?

Moving from systems of records into the world of event driven systems requires that the technical & operational silos are broken 

methodically and seamlessly and its not an easy ask…. Lets see the strategies to make this a reality… come and join me for a talk 

on how we can move in this journey…

Agile & DevOps Track
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Panel: Challenges in enterprise-wide adoption of Agile, Testing & DevOps

Round Table Session:

How can we measure quality: quality metrics and tools? 

Elena Bazina, QA Analyst, King

CASE STUDY: Seven Habits of Effective DevOps
Vinod Joshi, Senior Program Manager

"Gosh, I want to reduce my cycle times. I want to do this DevOps thing. I want to move to that cloud cadence. My business isn't keeping up!" If you 

feel the same, join me to hear about the Seven Habits of Effective DevOps. These have been learned on the ground with #Microsoft's ongoing 

journey to #DevOps and how we have moved 82,000+ Microsofties to DevOps. I will share with you lessons learnt from our journey and other sub 

topics will also be covered.

üTeam Autonomy and Enterprise Alignment 

ü  Managing Technical Debt 

ü  Flow of customer value 

ü  Evidence gathered in Production 

ü  Backlog groomed with learning 

ü  Production first mindset 

ü  Managing infrastructure as a flexible resource

CI/CD in COTS domains? Yes, it is possible.

Showcasing ServiceNow CI/CD.
Guillermo Martinez, Technology Delivery Architect, Accenture

Nowadays any High-Level Language Software delivery is moving towards DevOps, sometimes more advanced delivery and 

organization, sometimes just starting. But there's no doubt DevOps way of working and delivery automation are a must.

On the other hand, we have COTS applications, where automation is a Chimera, and Agile or DevOps way of working, a dream that 

becomes a nightmare.

During this session, we're going to showcase how DevOps (mainly CI/CD practices) are possible for COTS applications. We will 

cover the challenges, the recommended approach, the skills required and, of course, a demo will be shown.

Agile is not (only) for IT
Pierre Hervouet, EDIDIA SPRL

In this presentation we will understand why Agile is not only for IT, by going back to the sources, examining the heart of Agile, and 

looking at the other movements that came to the same conclusion.

How to use your Parenting Skills in an Agile Organization
Evelien Acun-Roos, Agile Coach, Xebia

Working Agile new to you? If you have kids, you have probably been doing it all the time. The most Agile thing you can do is raising 

kids; there are no upfront plans or processes to follow, you act on what happens and you inspect and adapt regularly. How to use 

these skills and knowledge for your Agile teams and organization?

Key takeaways: what is Agile, advantages of Agile working for your teams and organizations, how can you use the skills and 

knowledge from parenting with your teams and organizations?

Sharing Economy 2.0 - From Co-Creation to Open Source by default
Daniel Gebler, CTO, Picnic

Picnic is the world’s fastest growing online supermarket that makes grocery shopping simple, fun, and affordable for everyone. 

After an exciting journey of 3 years stealth-mode engineering followed by 3 years conquering the local market we started now to 

give back to the open source community. We will show how we used our supplier, customer and technology ecosystems to build a 

unique farm-to-fork platform and how we are moving towards an open source by default tech strategy.

Track on Agile and Devops

www.unicom.co.uk
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Distributed Agile: Working apart together
Shabi Shafei, Scrum Master, ABN AMRO Bank

Outsourcing software development to geographically distributed offshore teams has become a popular and profitable practice. 

Hence, now more than ever, many organisations are showing interest in applying agile approaches in a distributed context But how 

can you make this work when Agile methodologies advocate working closely together?

UX Research in an Agile world
Peter Gevaerts, UX Researcher, BNP Paribas Fortis

UX Research is an essential part in the world of Agile and DevOps.

Observing and interviewing customers is a great way to gather qualitative input for your projects. You don’t want to end up 

developing something that will not be used by anyone.

I will present some common practices for research in a few clear steps.

Joint Morning Sessions

Keynote: Constraints, collaboration and coherence
Dave Snowden, CTO, Cognitive Edge

Ensuring closer collaboration between business, development, operations and testing has been a long term goal of DevOps, Lean and Agile alike 

in many manifestations. But are silos' always a bad thing? What is the right balance between specialist knowledge and general understanding and 

capability? How far can any such integration use models and methods that originate in manufacturing? How to we deal with outliers and 

unintended consequences?

Keynote: Five phrases that shout your agile isn't scaling
Tony Grout, Transformation Futurist, Atlassian

üMy team's doing great. Where's everyone else? 

üYour Epic is my Feature 

üAnyone know why we're waiting so long for this API? 

üShould we use green or blue? Lets ask the Chief Product Officer 

üWe need to get it right first time

Keynote: Choose Your WoW! A Disciplined Agile Delivery Handbook for Optimizing Your Way of Working (WoW)
Mark Lines, Managing Partner, Disciplined Agile

We like to say that agile teams own their own process by choosing their way of working, their "WoW." This of course is easier said than done 

because there are several aspects to WoW. First, our team needs to know how to choose the appropriate lifecycle for the situation that we face. 

Should we take a Scrum-based approach, a lean/Kanban-based approach, a continuous delivery approach, or an exploratory/lean startup 

approach? Second, what practices should the team adopt? How do they fit together? When should we apply them? Third, what artifacts should 

the team create? When should they be created? To what level of detail? Finally, how do we evolve our WoW as we experiment and learn?

There are several strategies that we could choose to follow when we tailor and evolve our WoW. One approach is to bootstrap our WoW, to figure it 

out on our own. This works, but it is a very slow and expensive strategy in practice. Another approach is to hire an agile coach, but sadly in practice 

the majority of coaches seem to be like professors who are only a chapter or two ahead of their students. Or we could take a more disciplined, 

streamlined approach and leverage the experiences of the thousands of teams who have already struggled through the very issues that our team 

currently faces. In this talk you’ll discover how to develop your WoW without starting from scratch and without having to rely on the limited 

experience and knowledge of "agile coaches."

In this talk, Mark Lines, co-creator of Disciplined Agile, and co-author of four books on Disciplined Agile, shows how to reference the DAD "Toolkit" 

to help you make better decisions that make sense for your organization, for your teams, for their unique contexts.  Better decisions lead to better 

outcomes!

Testing Track
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Break the technology silos and not just the organisation silos - Move from monolith to modern systems to make the 

transition to DevOps a success
Thijs Petter, CTO, coMakeIT

The challenge with the emerging ways to execute DevOps-centric operational models is that majority of them are devoted to 

applications built for cloud-native environments, while this is an ideal strategy, what about the monoliths (Systems of Records) and 

how do we take them along on this roller coaster ride?

Moving from systems of records into the world of event driven systems requires that the technical & operational silos are broken 

methodically and seamlessly and its not an easy ask…. Lets see the strategies to make this a reality… come and join me for a talk 

on how we can move in this journey…

How can we measure quality: quality metrics and tools? 

Elena Bazina, QA Analyst, King

Now it is time for a positive leadership form!
Joan de Jong, Director Banking, Everis

With the introduction of Open Innovation and Agile a new form a leadership is needed.

Old school top-down management using command and control must be replaced. But how to become an Agile Leader? Is applying 

the Agile Leadership principles what is needed to be a good manager in an agile organization?

The FutureProof Tester- How to test blockchain based applications
Sanne Visser, Testcoördinator, Qbiek / Nederlandse Spoorwegen

The talk provides an understandable explanation of how blockchain works. Followed by the questions testers should ask before 

any software is built using blockchain. Concluding with how to test blockchain. Which is vulnerable to specific types of mistakes and 

hacks which rarely occur in traditional IT.

Doubt Builds Trust
Elizabeth Zagroba, Test Engineer, Mendix, Netherlands

I trust the tester who expresses doubt. Doubt builds trust.

Testing software means engaging with uncertainty. Our communication should reflect that. Saying “I don’t know” can spark a 

dialogue. We’ll think about why it’s most important to say “I don’t know” in an interview and how this can help a you find an 

environment where they can thrive.

Agile QA: From Quality Assurance to Quality Assistance
Elena Bazina, QA Analyst, King

At King we don't do Quality Assurance. We don't think it's possible for a centralized team to assure quality in a large organization. So 

what does QA stand for at King? It stands for Quality Assistance! Our mission is to help Teams take ownership of quality.

The Shift Left Test Solution as enabler in DevOps Transformation

Panel: Challenges in enterprise-wide adoption of Agile, Testing & DevOps

Round Table Session:

Track on Testing

Francesco Colavita, EMEA Business Consultant, Micro Focus

In this session you will learn how the Micro Focus test solution can help and speed up the DevOps transformation, offering the best 

in class and integrated shift left testing tools to monitor, control and execute the entire test life cycle. It will give you the possibility to 

consider new ways to really speed up your testing cycle maintaining and improving the full quality and planning governance of your 

entire application lifecycle.

Programme
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Speakers’ Profiles

Evelien Acun-Roos
Evelien Acun-Roos is an experienced Agile Coach at Xebia and a Professional Scrum Trainer at Scrum.org. She has 
a profound knowledge of Agile and Scrum and knows how to transfer that to Teams, Scrum Masters and Product 
Owners.
Her passion with Agile centers on the teams and individuals within them. She loves to get teams up and running and 
then help them continuously improve. She has helped many teams at different organisations to become more Agile 

(ING, Rabobank, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, APG, Philips, VodafoneZiggo).
She is also the Scrum Master of the Scrum Boosters within Xebia, helping other Scrum affected people to become better in Scrum. 
Evelien loves to give training for beginning as well as experienced Scrummers. Her training courses are filled with brain based 
learning activities. In her classes she lets the learner learn instead of the teacher teach.
Evelien was born in Zoetermeer, currently living in Helmond with her husband and 3 kids.

Elena Bazina
A driven and social QA Test Specialist with success implementing effective test strategies, improving and building 
quality into the products as early as possible. Strength include ability to scope out game features, analyze, create 
test plans, execute testing and effectively communicate test results to the team. A reputation for having the patience 
and focus to deliver testing with creativity, while building team performance levels to ensure high quality of the 
products.

Francesco Colavita
Francesco Colavita spent his last 5 years in Micro Focus as EMEA Business Consultant focused on DevOps and 
ADM solutions; in the last 29 years in IT he developed a broad experience walking through software developer, 
Project & Program Manager, IT Governance consultant, Service Manager in Greece, Strategy solution leader, 
Business Developer.
His experience and his natural attitude to complex problem solving helps him to find solutions that can contribute to 

business customer growth, his real passion is interpersonal communication that motivated him to mastered in counselling in 
communication. This helps him in his daily job to easily transmit his ideas and better understand customer needs behind the words.
He loves spending his free time taking care of his two children, Michele (29) and Alessia (23) years old, giving free counseling 
sessions to needy people and flying with his paragliding around Italy Mountains anytime he can.

Daniel Gebler
Daniel Gebler is CTO of Picnic, the world’s fastest growing online supermarket that makes grocery shopping simple, 
fun, and affordable for everyone. Previously, he was Director R&D of Fredhopper, responsible for the product and 
technology roadmap, and led engineering teams located in Amsterdam and Sofia. Daniel holds a PhD in Computer 
Science and an MBA.

Peter Gevaerts
For over 10 years, Peter has been a freelance expert specialised in UX Design, UX Research, usability and 
information architecture. He has worked on hundreds of digital projects.
Peter was part of the teams that put the Belgian National Lottery online and that created the first Belgian mobile 
banking app for KBC. In the past 3 years, Peter was full-time focused on UX Research at BNP Paribas Fortis, 
bringing insights from customers to the work floor. He has applied the principles of Agile as scrum master and in 

practising Lean UX at ACA IT-Solutions.
Peter is also a trainer in UX Design and UX Research.

Tony Grout
I am Atlassian’s transformation futurist. I work with our development teams and other innovative organisations to 
unleash the power in every enterprise. I’m fortunate in being the only person who has worked for both Skype and 
Atlassian, the two exemplar companies highlighted in Dan Pink’s book on how to motivate people – Drive. I’ve 
founded companies, worked for and with Sony, eBay, Lloyds Banking Group and IBM helping teams build better 
products. I’ve learnt from my failures and successes and enjoy sharing learning with others.
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Pierre Hervouet
Pierre is the managing partner of EDIDIA. He has over 25 years of professional experience, where he addressed all 
dimensions of the professional services industry.
He worked in Paris in Software and then moved to Lebanon 2001, where he worked at one of the Leading 
engineering companies in Middle East as manager of the Business Performance & Business Development 
departments until July 2012.

Since then, he has been consultant focusing on process improvement.
He is a regular speaker in project management & Agile conferences
During the last months Pierre has been Agile Coach and Tribe lead Coach in the different Agile Transformations of the banking 
sector in Belgium.

Joan de Jong

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE FOR INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY AND TRANSFORMATION & EXECUTIVE 

COACH.

More than 20 years experience of delivering fit for purpose IT solutions, creating maximum business value through 

excellent stakeholder management in international matrix organisations.

My strength is creating an open environment to jointly discover the strengths and weaknesses of the team and the individuals to 

unlock the potential to excel. I am a creative and energetic person, passionate about connecting people to produce results that go 

further than what is expected. My personal style is best described as coaching leadership style.

Vinod Joshi

Vinod Joshi – Senior Program Manager @ Microsoft, Azure DevOps. 15+ years of experience in product 

development and management. Believe in “Becoming is better than being!”

Mark Lines

Mark Lines, Managing Partner / DA Fellow, Disciplined Agile, is an Enterprise Agile Coach for Scott Ambler + 

Associates. He is co-creator of the Disciplined Agile delivery (DAD) framework and co-author with Scott Ambler of 

several books on the framework. Mark is a frequent speaker at agile conferences around the world and blogs about 

Disciplined Agile at DisciplinedAgileDelivery.com. He is also President and Founding Member of the Disciplined 

Agile Consortium (DAC), the certification body for Disciplined Agile.

An agile enterprise increases value through effective execution and delivery in a timely and reactive manner. Such organizations do 

this by streamlining the flow of information, ideas, decision making, and work throughout the overall business process all the while 

improving the quality of the process and business outcomes. This talk describes, step-by-step, how to evolve from today’s vision of 

agile software development to a truly disciplined agile enterprise. It briefly examines the state of mainstream agile software 

development and argues for the need for a more disciplined approach to agile delivery that provides a solid foundation from which to 

scale. It then explores what it means to scale disciplined agile strategies tactically at the project/product level and strategically 

across your IT organization as a whole. Your disciplined agile IT strategy, along with a lean business strategy, are key enablers of a 

full-fledged disciplined agile enterprise.

Along the way Mark will describe his experience with organizations around the world that have successfully adopted agile and lean 

for their teams while at the same time transforming their culture across the organization to streamline these agile initiatives.
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Guillermo Martinez

With more than 5 years of experience combining hands-on and management; Guillermo, a Computer Science 

Engineer, has become a DevOps and Agile lead. He is working as a Technology Delivery Architect within Accenture. 

He is highly skilled in technology, technology business capabilities and new management and delivery models.

Hard-worker, active, dynamic, very fast learner, motivated and ambitious person. His leadership skills and capacity 

of taking decisions and motivate people, besides his knowledge, made him a reference for DevOps, Agile and 

Innovation Transformation and Transition.

He is always looking for innovation, high performance, evolution and development. He has become a regular speaker when 

DevOps, Transformation or Continuous Improvement is the topic.

Thijs Petter
As CTO, Thijs is a key member of coMakeIT’s executive leadership and senior management team. Over an 
illustrious career spanning more than two decades, Thijs accumulated an impressive track record and played a 
crucial role in enabling the success of numerous technology companies with a global reach. With extensive, hands-
on experience in design, architecture, and development of complex software products, Thijs provides unique 
insights and a practitioner’s perspective to help coMakeIT’s customers leverage leading-edge technologies, and 

drive innovation. He has an uncanny ability to think ahead of the curve, and visualize how emerging technologies can be effectively 
used to bring disruptive innovation to market.

Shabi Shafei
Shabi is an: 
üSCRUM MASTER IT INTERNATIONAL, ABN AMRO : Scrum Master within the Investments International grid 
(focusing on the Triple’A application) Foundation 
üINTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY OFFICER IT ABN AMRO 
üManagement Consultancy and Business Management for IT International 

üOffering support within the IT International Agile Transformation (e.g. giving Agile Awareness Sessions for the countries) 
üCommunity relationship management (with a strong focus on the COO’s, CTO’s and CSO’s) 
üOrganising the I&T International Conferences

Dave Snowden
Dave Snowden is the founder and chief scientific officer of Cognitive Edge. His work is international in nature and 
covers government and industry looking at complex issues relating to strategy, organisational decision making and 
decision making. He has pioneered a science based approach to organisations drawing on anthropology, 
neuroscience and complex adaptive systems theory. He is a popular and passionate keynote speaker on a range of 
subjects, and is well known for his pragmatic cynicism and iconoclastic style.

Sanne Visser
Cryptocurrency trader by night, software test specialist by day. This year my hobby became my work. I care deeply 
about software quality as well as innovation. I love innovative tech, such as Blockchain, and have been a Bitcoin 
enthusiast since 2012. Also a Litecoin miner, albeit briefly, and a software tester since 2008. Blockchains and their 
possibilities are so exciting! Everyone needs to know and I want to explain.

Elizabeth Zagroba
Elizabeth tests software at Mendix in Rotterdam. She’s tested web apps, mobile apps, APIs, and content 
management systems. Since 2011, Elizabeth Zagroba has had a title and a job description that match her natural 
desire to get to the bottom of things. Her article about mind maps became one of the most viewed on Ministry of 
Testing Dojo in 2017. She’s spoken at conferences in the United States and Europe, and she’s the keynote speaker 
at Let’s Test 2018 in South Africa.
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4 people attend for the price of 3

Use the coupon code "UNI443” when booking.

Contact

UNICOM Seminars Ltd
OptiRisk R&D House
One Oxford Road
Uxbridge UB9 4DA, UNITED KINGDOM
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